MENTOR THIS WINTER AT UCI!

Teach to 6-8th Graders in a Friendly Environment

Wednesdays 2pm at UCI

PROMOTE
PROBLEM SOLVING SKILLS

INSPIRE STUDENTS
TO ENTER HIGHER EDUCATION

ENCOURAGE STUDENTS
TO PURSUE STEM-RELATED FIELDS

Join us!

www.math.uci.edu/mathceo/join

MATHCEO@MATH.uci.edu

FIELDWORK HOURS

Wednesdays
2 to 4 PM
NS 2 1201 (UCI)

9 MEETINGS
STARTS JANUARY 10

Choose to take our companion training course MATH 192 (learning & teaching of secondary mathematics):

- WEEKLY TRAINING (MON 2-4)
- MENTOR FIELDWORK (WED 2-4)

= 2 ACADEMIC UNITS